Origami Spring is one of the extendable Origamis which changes from a flat to a tower configuration. The important feature of the Origami Spring is that its whole structure simultaneously extends/contracts with a slight bending as a parasitic motion of the extension/contraction when only one of the segments is actuated. Therefore, such an observed macro motion of the Origami Spring can be regarded as a single DOF motion. Based on its folding diagram, the mobility of the Origami Spring was revealed to be three by the kinematic model obtained with regarding its folds as revolute joints. In order to figure out the discrepancy between the observation and mobility analysis, kinematic analysis of the Origami Spring has been carried out taking into consideration the collision and deformation of components. As the result of the analysis, it was clarified that the Origami Spring has actually three DOFs while one of the three DOFs generates a simple extension-contraction motion and the other two DOFs contribute to adjustments of its configuration to avoid collision of components within a small motion range. It was also presented that the observed behavior of the Origami Spring during extension and contraction can be explained by the internal energy based on deformation of components. Finally, the observed single DOF macro motion is reproduced with a model in which the deformation of the components is considered.
Concept of the Robotic Tail. The Robotic Tail is a novel human-assist device for elderly people that can prevent falling down and getting injured. Compactness of this device does not interfere with user's daily activity. When user is going to fall down, the Robotic Tail extends rapidly. The Robotic Tail will have these features: lightweight, compact, rapid extension, wide range and high load bearing capacity. Along with the spiral motion, the whole structure shows a bending behavior. These two behaviors are dominated by thickness of paper and collisions by the paper.
Origami Spring の基本構造および特徴
Origami Spring は，図 4（a）のような直角三角形の繰り返しパターンの展開図を折ることで製作できる．図 3 （a）のように，完全に収縮した状態では正多角形になり，図 3（b）のように紙の一端の内側にもう一端を巻き    ==, the spherical 6R linkage becomes a spherical 4R linkage without rotation of 2 nd and 6 th revolute joints. In this condition, the black points move perpendicular to plane B. Fig. 18 Restraint condition of the longitudinal sides. In the Origami Spring of n = 12, there are 13 longitudinal sides. For each longitudinal side, the i th longitudinal side should be below the i +1 th one. In addition, these two sides should not interfere with each other. When G = 0 in Eq. (5), these restraint conditions are satisfied. is known that the configuration of Origami Spring is almost determined with one input, and the other two inputs are used to avoid the collision between components in a small range. UL ii ++ が位置しなければならない （i = 1, 2, …, 11） ．機構モデルに基づく変位解析により求められる Origami Spring の形状において，図 23 のように The i th hypotenuse string should be below of the i +1 th hypotenuse string with deformation in reality. However, these are some order reversals in displacement analysis such as shown in (b), because the deformation is not reflected in Fig. 12 . Table 1 and Fig. 19(d) . At the red point, stability index E takes the minimum value in the area.  value. Based on stability of configuration, the Origami Spring changes its configuration along these input lines. Because of that, the macro motion of Origami Spring can be represented as 1 DOF motion even though it is a 3 DOF mechanism. Fig. 25 , the spiral loci look like symmetric. In order to confirm that numerically, the difference of spiral loci C is evaluated by Eq. (10). Fig. 28 Symmetry of spiral loci. As the result of evaluation, the two spiral loci in upper and lower planes of a segment become symmetric on the input lines. In the observation of motion with both of paper and physical models, the spiral loci become symmetric with deformation of hypotenuses. The motion of Origami Spring can be explained with consideration to collision and deformation of components. 
